Iron Water Filtration

ProMate 6.0-IC 2.0

THE IRON CURTAIN JUST GOT FRIENDLIER

Iron Water Filtration:
ProMate 6.0-IC 2.0
How Iron Enters Your Home
Iron is one of the earth’s most plentiful elements,
making up at least 5% of the earth’s surface. As
rainwater makes its way through the ground and
into our waterways, it dissolves and collects minerals
like iron along the way. Excess iron is found most often
in wells, but can also enter your home through poorly
filtered municipal water systems or aging pipes and
plumbing. Left unfiltered, iron can cause water to
have a metallic taste, rotten egg smell and create
hard-to-remove rust stains on household
fixtures and appliances.

Benefits of ProMate 6.0-IC 2.0
Iron Water Filtration
Eliminates rust stains in the bathroom, kitchen and
laundry, saving you time and money on cleaning

ProMate 6.0-IC 2.0 Reduces:
• Iron

Clothing will be brighter, whiter and last longer

• Sulfur

Lengthens the life of water-using appliances and fixtures

• Manganese

Water-using appliances and fixtures stay cleaner longer,
reducing the need for frequent cleaning

• Rotten egg smell
• Organic and musty smell

Lengthens the life of your water softener and drinking
water systems
Reduces need for hazardous chemicals in the home,
avoiding damage to plants and animals

It’s clear. Getting rid
of excess iron in your
home’s water makes a
big difference all around
the house—and for
everyone in it.

Iron Water Filtration:
ProMate 6.0-IC 2.0
ProMate 6.0-IC 2.0
ONLY THE BEST WATER GETS PAST THE IRON CURTAIN
ProMate 6.0-IC 2.0 is the chemical-free alternative for removing iron,
sulfur odor, and manganese. Leading water treatment professionals
have called it the best and most reliable iron and sulfur (rotten egg
odor) removal system available.

SYSTEM FEATURES:
Digital display with user-friendly electronics
On-demand regeneration based upon water usage
Back-lit display makes it easy to read, and alerts you of
system notifications
Corrosion-resistant control valve, body and tanks for a
longer life
All internal components are lead-free

HERE’S HOW IT WORKS
Forcing untreated water through an aeration tank converts
iron, manganese and sulfur into physical particles that are
filtered out as water moves through the filter bed. When the
aeration tanks oxygen level nears depletion, the ProMate
6.0 controller automatically puts it into air recharge cycle
based on the gallons of water being filtered, providing you
with aeration on demand. When the filter tank is saturated
with iron particles, the ProMate 6.0 automatically puts it into
regeneration, flushing the trapped iron particles to drain during
off peak hours to maintain efficient filtration of iron particles.

ProMate 6.0-IC 2.0
Ecologically Friendly
• The Iron Curtain System is a green technology
No Harmful Chemicals
• No harm to plants, pets and children
• Results in low-cost operation
Highly Oxygenated Water
• Free from odor
• Free from problem-causing rust

Patented Technologies
• Decades of proven reliability
• Recently updated patents and features
improve efficiency
Self-Diagnostic Software
• Shows flow rates, operation sequence,
time and maintenance schedule
• Displays local service provider’s phone number

Attach your Hellenbrand
Home Water Test form
here for handy reference
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